
dualizsd instruction to ten patients. This viis passible begause

ledivittuallzed formalized_ systematic assessmenW inherent in the

Systems approaph.

2 Instruct

a Systems /Approach.. Thirty-six cents is the co

the number of patients that ebuld be seeh per session. (10

in a small learning center. The $0.36 refers to the cost per

ducetional and software use to include maintenance. Once the

educatio4a1 system (audi6visual) is devepped the- cost per

is a constant whether one patient or ten patients are, given

ction. the number of patients seen per hour is con4ngellt

size of the learning centee, number of patients, dand'the type

al system.

b Traditional Approach. Io instructional

incurred.

Space. See preceding section

4 Administrative Costs. Systems 90roach -

represents the cost for ten sets rcerperwork at $0.09 per se

(e) Operatin. costs - 'iDU, gtienrs.
)

1 Personnel.

-traditional Approach.

(I) Physician. your thousand four hundred

sixty-two dollars and fifty cents represents the cost for 250 hours of

physician time. This\is the time it would take to give individualized

baseline instruction tO--250 patients.

(1) Nurse Cli

hundred sixty-two dollars and'fifty cent

hours "of nurse clinician 'time.

clan. Two thousand three
represents the cost lor 25

b Systems Approach. Non-Professional Health

'Educator. One hundred and forty-three dollars and seventy-five cents

represents 25 hours. of the paraprofes-Sionalls time. It_was possible

to give baseline individualized instruction to ten patients per hour

via the systems approach.

2 1n- uctional Materials. Systems $9.00 rep-

seas the cost der- hour ($0.36) of educational software and,hardware

use for 25 hours.

Space. At this pain would be a constant.



4 Adm istrsa ve Costs. systems Approach - $22.50

represents the cost for 250 of paperwork at $0.09 a set,..

f) .erating_ Copts - 3;500 Patients.

1- Personnek;

Traditiohal Approach.-

Physician. Fifty-three thousand five

hundred and fifty dollars represehts the cost for 3,000 hours of

physician time, the time it would take-to give all hypertensiVe patients-

.who were seen at Andrew Rader US Army CliAc, tort Myer, Virginia or

those seen at DeWift Army Hospital Internal Medicine ClinicOort
Belvoir, Virginia in one yea c, one hour of baseline individualiFed in-

struction. Approximately 3,CSO hyperteniivi patiehts per year are seen

in each Internal Medicine Clinic.

tz) Nui e Clinician; Twenty-eight thousand
three=hundrecrfiftYrdolAars represents the cost for 3,000 hour§ of nurse

clinician timethe time it would, take to give all the hypertensive

patients seen within one year, patient education at one'or-the other of

the clinics.
.

id_ucator.- One-thousandseven hundred twenty-five dollars represents

300 hours of the health educator's time. ,Ten patients/hour X 300 hours.

a Instructional Materials.

e-4ystems.Apprciach. One hundred and eight dollars

represents the cost per hour Of educational software and hardware use for

300 hours X $0.36 cost per hour.

b Traditional Approach. Neither the nurse

clinicians nor the physiciansused any form,Of4nonexpendable equipment.

Some physicians and se clinicians gave their patients pamphlets or

similar literature. Most of the literature was donated by various

Companies or organizations. There was a lack of consistent}, between the

physicians and nurses as to what was given the patients and when it was

given.

Space. At this point

4 Administrative Costs.

uld be a constant.

'a Systems Approach. Two-hundred and seventy/
/

dollars represents the cost for ,000 sets of paperwork at $0.09 a, et.

b Traditional Approach. Neither the nurs

clinj.clun nor the physicians uad any type of formalized systemat
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assail= t to measure the pa o ledg vel, their

defidencies after the interve

II6113.11S.

a. There is a need for e more fective, e

d of providing patient education than now ex
Gds delivery system.

12% TheCayatem*Approacrto a patient education program was demon

mt to have the following advantages or attributes when compared to

t tional approach .

cost effective..
e AME6D.11041th

(1), Better comprehension o the information and concepts

(2)//Betteer tentionalthough bath groups hal:a marked loss

struonths.

(3) The Patients in both groups reported improved 4phavior

after ,SiX months. There was a greater gain in the systems approach

Neither group showed any improvement in the objective measure-

of bihavioral change, i.e., eight loss.

/A11 MU. CA ...ft

the instructional experiehce.

7.7zr
4 ohemisf.

-

(5) The SA system,is shown o b more economical of critical

professional manpower resource; than the raditional syseda,A.

c. The traditional system o'f patient education with ihe,practi-

tioner instructing the patient could be improved. The individual

physician and norse practitioner would be more effective if they were

trained in educational techt11.4ues and etrategied. The traditional

systemArill always be profligate of professional manpower when compared

to:the systems approach. system, but it could be improved so the man

hours tised were more effective.

d. The Systems Approach methodology:described here should not be

restricted to patient education programs. It could be used effectively

for such thing as workerisafety and Occupational health, preventive

,medicine, school, health education, self help programs, nutrition, etc.

6. RECOM/41:¢10ATT6NS.

a. In view of he demonstrated efficiency in the areas of compre7 .

hen- on, retention, reported behavioral outcomes, and cost-effectiveness

of the SA approach compared to the T approach, it would appear very

desirable to institute this type of patient education program.
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thodolo
*Active.

rrat n should .fie; given to providing in rliice-ot

ion'tlit:physiCians and nurses.in the area. of eduCationak

ke,the time they spend inpatient education more pro-'

ch should be encouraged with the following

,(1), To:determine'requirement reiniorO_ _g edema

And time,interVals,for maximum e e enti6n.

n as to

follo(2Y Long term -up studies of patient who are adequately

educated to determine if there are peRAnent-ohanges in behavior,orllife

style.

(3) Population studies to'determine,tfAdequate patient educe-

ion can be measured in ihangtng dtiease patterns, lowering of rates of

Avoidable sequelae, or lessening of dependence upon medical treatment

facilities.

a
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TARS AND GRAPHIC DATA PERTAINING.

EaMART STATISTICS OF TOT SCOWS_

Al mentioned in the body ,of the,"report, when ope uneicriterien-

arenced tests (as in the PACOMED study), one is interested in the pro-

portfon-ef patients who meet a criterion level of performaige. Thua,,as

lege represented ,in the text a graphic display of the results of *.criter.-

lon-refereneed test gave the percentage of patients who reached thelcri

Wien level This is consistent with'-.eurrint thinking on
the use of cri-

terion-referen;ed measures when one is'idtiredted in determining whether

patients have achieved a particulevaespecified level of performance or

_014 father than in placing an individual a* a particular pointialong

eidir-

b. What.follove is the classical method -reporting the results of

the evaluation study such as11641d be included in standardized achievement

tests and y teacher -made tents of academic performance (norm-referenced.

Masts).

c. Can
Oven.

be used when viewing the resul

d. Typical statistics obtained for use in prototype evaluation in-

clude measures of central tendency (usually average's) and measures of'dis-

persion (often standard deviations).

e. Because the designer of a criterion -referenced test has
little

interest in discriminating among examinees, no attempt is made to select

items to produce a test of maximum test score
variability, and thus, that

variance will typically be small if instruction is effective. also, cri-

terion-refereneed tests are usually administered
eithiriemediately before

or after small units of instruction. 1t is.not surpri4ms that frequently

homogenous distributions are
observed of test scores cnipre-post tests,

but centered at the low and high ends of the-achievement scales. respec-

tively'. -Additionally, it is well known from the study of classical test

theory...that when the variances of test scores is restricted. correlation-

al estimates of reliability and validity will be low. It seems clear that

the classical approaches to relliability and validity estimation
will used

to .be interpreted more cautious' (or discarded) in the analysis of cri-

terion-referenced-tests.,1,2,3.4.
6

ISioaminithan,'H. and Rambleton, A.J "Reliability of Criterion-Re

Test: kDecisiqq-Theoretic
Formulation,''' issrnal Of Educational Me

Winter,' 1974,1t: 263-267.
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TABLE 1-1

ANALYSIS OF PRE A D POST SCORES BY OF INSTRUCTION

STANDARD
D1ATION

GOMPOSITE_SCORE

SA pup (Um202) yake 43.6
,7 o 60, ,

04 62.4
16 to 72'

Gror P ( 200) Pre 41.5 8.7 16 to 56

post 47.5 8.4 22 to 68

GENERAL INFORMATION

.SA GAoup
15.5 4.1 1 to 24

Rost 19.5 3.3 3 .to 24

I Group pre 15.3 4.3 2 to 23

post 17.1 4.1 5 to 24,

_TUN DIET

VA.0.4,
A A A 1 t 21

24.8 3.8 9 to 29

I Group pre 12.0 4.2 O to 21

post 15.5 4.5 0 to 26

MEDICATIONS

SA GAoup pte 15.3 2.6 1 19

poot 18.1 1.7 4 19

T Group pre 14.2 2.8 7 to 19,

post 15.1 2.4 7 to 19

f. Table 1-1, Analysis Of Pre And Post Scores By Type Of Instruction,

a variant bar graph representing the pre-post test means, standard de-

l.= and ranges.

g. Notice that the mean of the SA group is considerably higher than

that of the T group.

h. Not only does the mean of the SA group exceed the mean of the T

group, but so do 'the different scores
between the pre and post testa that

fall between the fifth (P5) and ninety-fifth CP95) percentiles (this does

not represent the lowest or the highest score). Percentile indicates the

percentage of patients whose scores fall at or below a given score. Thus,

at all levels patients in the SA group performed better than patients in

the T group.

i. More than three quarters of the patients in the SA group exceed

the mean of, the T group in the composite and low sodium scores. See Table

1-2, p. 101, Performance Levels Of The Difference Between The Pre And

Post Testa (Mean, P5, and P95) For Systems Approach And Traditional Groups.
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-CE LEVELS

TESTS (MEAN, P5, AND P9

TESTS -10

TABLE 1-2

THE DIFFERENCE BET WE THE PRE AND POST

FOR SYSTEMS APPROACH AND TRADITIONAL opus

.10 20 30 40

C S

(Systems
Approach,
Nm.202)

,
--1

(Traditional.
N200)

GENERAL 0 TT

1-4-----i
LOW SODIUM DIET

MEDICATIONS
I---f---

10 20 30

j. Refer to Table 3, P- 20, Percentage
Jf Patients That Achieved The

Criterion Level By Type Of Instruction For The Initial Encounter.

7unately, what these summary
statistics fail to point out is that 81 -

cent of the SA group reached the criterion level compared
tcronly 8. 5 per-

cent in the T group. The reason for this is that the scores
between the

5 to 95 percentile were only represented.
However, a consistency of results

is seen. Clearly the greatest deficiency in the T group was in the area

of low sodium diet.
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TABLE 1-3

DIFFERENCE IN- MEAN GAIN(POST-P

TEE SYSTEMS APPROACR AND TRADIT1

BETWEEN
GROUPS

GROUPS
POST -PRE SCORES

GAIN
STANDARD
DEVIATIG

COKIKSIIT

18.17 .40
SA GA0up (N*2021 21.36 <.0001

t.,Goup (N *200) 5.94 .45

RAI. INFORMXTION

Gtoup
4.21 .23

4.28 <.0001

T Croup
,1.79 .24

LOW SODIUM DIET

SA GitbUp
29

20.77 0

3.34 .29

MEDICATIONS

SA Gaup
2./7 .13

9.85

T Group
.81 .15

k. Table 1-3 gives the Difference In Mean Gain (To

The Systems Approach And Traditional Groups.

1. In each case the difference in mean gain (post-pre) between the

SA and T groups wia statistically significant
4.0001). The greatest

difference between the two groups occurs for the sodium restricted diet

test. This Component
contriputed most to the difference in total scores.

m. Since the sample sizes
(N202,200))are quite large the test of

significance for mean
differences was based on the use of the test.?

Between

u. Notice that a greater mean change
(initial post score - 6 month

score) occurred in the SA group for each of the three tests.
However, the

seen score was still higher for each test in the SA group. See Table 1-4,

p. 105, Mean Test Scores On Suhjects That Had The 6 Month Follow-Op and

Table 1-5, p.105,
Analysis Of Post-Minus Retention Scores By Type Of In-

struction. Also see Tables 1- 6,7, -8,and 9,
Performance Levels Of The Dif-

ference Between The Pre/Post And Six Month Tests (mean, P5, and P95) For

SA And T Groups: Composite Scores, General Information,
Low Sodium Diet,

and Medications.

o. Although norm
referenced test were not used in the study, it

interesting to note that even with the classical
methods of measurement the

SA group performed better.

/ C_ ton, T. Sta
tine (Boston, Little, Brown, and Co, 1974),139.-
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TE

TABLE 1-4

S ON SUBJECTS.THAT FLAB THE 6

SA GROUP

MEAN

124Y

S.D.
S.D

COMPOSITE: Pre 43.98 58.1 f 42.0. 7.8

Post 63.23
48. 7.6

Post-Pre 19.25 5.7 6. 8 6.1

6 Month 50.62 7. 45 9 7.2

6 Ho Loss 12.61 6.6 2.55 6.6

GENERAL Pre

INFORMATION:Post
_

Post-Pre
6 Month
6 Mo Lose

LOW
SODIUM
DIET:

Pre
Post
Post-Pre
6 Month
'6 Mo Loss

6 Month
6 Mo LOBO

15.11
19.71
4.60
16.90
2.81

4.2
3.7
3.2
3.4
3.8

1 .52
7.24

/1.72
15.75
1.50

3.8
3.8
3.2
1.9
3.7

13.25 3.9 i 12.24 3.8

25.32 3.6 15.84 4.1

12.07 4.1 3.60 4.1

17.57 3.6 15.08 3.6

7.75 3.6 .76 4.4

15.63 2.3 14.30 2.8

18.21 1.6 15.06 2.4

z.n 1.0 .10 A.A

16.15 2.3 14.76 2.5

2.06 2.2 .30 2.3

TABLE 1-5

ANALYSIS 0P POST-MINUS RETENTIGV
SCORES

S

Osri SCORE
SA Group (N.126) -12.6

T Group (N0124) - 2.6

INFORMATION
SA Group

- 2.8

T Group
- 1.5

ET
SA Group

-7.7

T Group
-0.8

MEDICATIONS
SA Group
T Group

OP INBTRUC TION-

.D.

6.6
6.6

3.8
3.7

-33 to 19
-25 to 15

-16 to 8
-12 to 7

3.61 -16

4.43 -14 to 12

2.2 -10 to 6

2.3 -10 to 5
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0)

A

PUJORMA NNCE LEVELS OF THE DIFFERCE BETWEEN THE PRE

AND SIX )))NTH TESTS 6nian, P5, and P95) FOR SA AND T GROUTS

GENBRAI. INFORMATION

15 20 24

P_

PO -TE

6

FO

(SA G;o-

(T ii124)

TABLE 1-8

PERFORMANCE LEVELS OP THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE PRE/POST

AND SIX MONTH TESTS (mean, P5, and P9 FOR SA AND T GROUPS

15 20

-TE

POST -TEST

6 MONTH
FOLLOW-UP

Group, R -126)

N -124)

i- --

---.i (T Gr

- - - - " I
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PER'ORiANCE LEVELS
AND srx M ,TESTS

TABLE 1 9

THE DIFFUENCE BETWEEN THE PRE/POST

an, P5, and P95).FORSA AND T GROUPS

HrDICATIONI

5-
19

PRE -TEST

'OA Group N1
e

(T Croup, -124) 1......------ -

POST -ST

MONTH
FOLLOW-UP

..46 =--

.93
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CUMLI T VE DISTRIBOTI_

RCTTER'S

7

8

F ROTTER'S TEST SCORES IN SA AND T

SA 'GROUP

.

Pim. 0 Cum

Sub Sub
4

2 1.64.

4 6 ' -4.925
'll 1741

16 X37 3.0.33

12 49 40.16

IS _
/4 52146

12 6 -62.10.

'''7
3 68.03

8, 1 74.59

9 5 96 78.69-

10. 4- 100 81.97

11 5 105 86.07

121 8 111 92.62

13. 4 117 95.90

14 4 " 121 99.18

15 A , 122 '100.00,_',

17 0 '0` 0 of.

lb U u u

'17 Cum
Subi Sub'

9

12

7

9

8
17i''

11

7

7

10

4

4

1

Cum

3

12

22
34
41

0

58
75

86
93
100
110
114
116

120
171

.

'

4

0:
2.46
9.84
/8,03
27.87
33.61,

40.96
-47.54
61.48

70.49
76.73
61.97
90.16
93.44
95.08
96.36i
99.18

TOTAL 122* 127!

Note: 4 missing (code 99). in SA g pup, (io126).

M1ssin4(c9de 09) in T gr_up. No124).

Referring to the Cimulative % columns. the SA group has 74.9 percent with

scores less thin or equal to (0-8) whereas the T group ha only 61.48 per-

cent with scores ranging from 0 thru 8.

p. See Tae 1-10, p.I09 Cumulative Distribution Of Rotter's Test

Scores In SA And T Groups, and Table 1-10, Figure 1-1, p.110.,.(constructed

from the cumulative percentages in Table 1-10. Given are the distribution

of Rotter Test Scores fn the SA and T groups.

94
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ure _- clearly sho

est. scpres 4ics cumular

he resulti Shqy that more

:Pi, .74.59
Pet't,e'nt compared .

cumatArivt

AIL

poTTER 'S TEST SCORES

hat the SA'grouo tends to.have
distribution is shifted to We

ects are intaznally controlled
.4t perce#t ia-the T group. :;,/'

T Cr.up -.1221

sA 2Z)

ItC17TR" SCORE

F IOURE 1 -1
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ES NIMI

APPENDIX B

SCORES OF BASELINE AND 6 MONTH BEHAVIORAL M URES

PRIOR TO CONVERSION TO PERCINTAaS

S STEMS APPROACR GROUP (Initial and 6 Month)

-Y TESTS

WDICATIONTES

0

125

1

126

0 S DRUGS AND ACTIONS

0 (blank)

Yea

No

N/A

0
a Yes No N/A

0 0

0 77 3 0

0 24 7

80

34

0 9 12
12 126

99

0

109

5

12

0

126

26



AINILRES4 TO 1±0 1 SOD DM DIET

N/A

ER 0 OF C Y

a

0

81.

32

13

126

0 (b 1 tank)

1

2

3

4

5-9

10-19

20+

27 2

4 15

6 6

3 2'

6 0

1

0 0

0

0-19 2

0 0

5 0

6 7 0

4 0 0

2 0 1

1 2

0 0 0 0

53 Z7 19 14

0 20

19

1 13

0 14

0 8

0

1262



T 10AY

0

0 (blank) 86

1-10

11-20

21-40

41+

DECREASE IN

0 (blank)

Yes

4

or 00 PHYSICAL ACTIV

0

83

43

44 39 126

In

0
b Sedentary , T, Moderate V

0 (blank)

Sedentary

Light

Moderate

Vigorous

Strenuous

40

Ol

57

0

12

15

32

10

126



ACtIVTTY

0 (Meek)

Daily

Telco
Meekly.

Weekly

C S WM!

Twice

Dail" Weekly
-0

15 31

1 50

0 6

2

1

Weeklt

3

0

57

52

90 14

10

7

126

TRADITIONAL APPROACH GROUT (Initial and 6 Month) N 24

Yes

No

0
(b180) Yee No

0 0 0 0

0 115 4 119

0 5 0 5

0 120 4 124

TAKES 11EDICATION

0
blank Yes No N/A

Don't

0 (blank)

Yee

No

N/A

Don't Rn-

6

102

0

118

3

3

0

124
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=CUR OF S OF COFFE T

20+

36 19 29 18 15 7

R OA 0P CC TES A.

0
auk. 1 -10 11 -20 2140 4

0 (b

1-10

11-20

21-40

41+

104

4

9

7

16

11

1

124



MU/4XF aLimi.amm,e1+1.ACTIVITY _,=777-

FRE

6: / 7-

Daily

Twice
Weekly

Weekly
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PEI= C

COST MODEL FOR ERTElNSION PATIENT 7CATION



COST

WPM= C
PERTS:MON T,AT1 LENT _

UMUU:11 4 primumnaurr cons
MU-
" rtR -*

SM 00104 00 Ride

Vohs 1 _-ic Serer er/

145940

22S.00

Only (Or 41-
welOpmentei
poirpeass.

- 1 4 1
1684.00

SOFTWARE
ILISEAACW 4 DEVELOPMENT COS t_

0:1141111C
T

ACOMCD Script
1144,elad Organ!

MSDFACT1 General late

Wypertession
w

WOOD SRAM Low

Sodiws Diet '

fACOMED + $1101: General

01041catioos

9194.00

.45.00

100.00

100.00

90.012

.011

.016

_I AL
4,00

0 1--
--,-

SAC
COSTS

1
FER N011R

40.147

.011

.002

.001

Se'r Vide layer

(314 inch}

-y Video Taps Rs

Naadphoses 4

ins colter

istessoce

3414.00
_-__

447.00 s

14.00

13.00

For each piece of equipment -.

lc /Unit Maur

SUS-VOTAL _ ,.1-98.0/,_

T

-_ ITOt1AL TRACKS
165.00
$65.00

SO.Olimr*
0 11 -T:' ldeithtl Control

9ookin-

ADMIRMRATINI _

1454.00

132.00

,
$0,09

-Deeelepftencal

Typing 4 Reproduction

Fap.t+rr+rt to Iodirlduatliu

TAL
$6.90

T 0TALe 12.443,90
10.45

Costper hour of educational
hardware .rd 'software 4414 remains 4 con-

'tarn whether one patient.
ten patienta, or twenty

patients are given

the inetructlon

101 Tots/ coots rounded
to the AO e.Re trot.

sea Extra tracks to lodluiduellre
as requited. ceeto can be added 4_
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C

EL FOR
ER N ION PATIENT EDUCATION

The information used
for hypertension

patient
education was

based on the

timulalevel
of baseline knowledge

needed by every hypertensive.
(The

ti baseline
knowledge was

determined by the.physician
assigned;

COMED Project Director,
PACOMED

staff, and a representative
number of

patients with the disease.)
Enumerated

are-the costs
of the educational

hardware, software; administrative
and personnel expenses necessary to

ate the
lierning strategy.

The time
involved to administer

the

strategy was approximately
50 7 60 minutes.

EXPLANATI

yperteusion
Patient Educates:

ries Echicational
hardware,

software, mail

Ise and personnel costs.

--arch and development,
investment,

educational
hardware and software.

4

3. The computed cost
hour of the educational

hardware and software.

This required ani.estimat
of the useful life of the educational

hardware

and software in terms
hours of operation.'

In this case, the estimate

is that all of the ed ational hardware and software
that was compared

.1;/:= E'!7: 7=r?
w...m) or for 6000 hours of operation.

This

was hased on 30 hours per week,
times 40 weeks per year for 5 years.

Amortized
for 6,000

hours of operation.
(30 Mrs/Wk X 40

WkitTr X S Trs

6,000 Ors.)

4. It is also estimated
thavrepairse

each piece of

equipment
would cost

one cent per unit hour.1

5. Administrative
costs are self explanatory,

i.e., the developmental

costs were base on the hourly wage
of the PACOMED personnel

involved in

the validation
rocess,

plus the material costs.

6. See various sub-components.
The total costs,would depend

on the

various combinations
used. For example,

(Sub- total)
educational

hard-

ware and
software + (Sub-total)

administrative
costs + (Sub-total)

personnel. 10 total.
For purposes

of this study only the three main

components
were used general information,

low sodium
diet, and medi-

cations.

1Johnsou, S.R.
and Johnson,

R.B., Developina
Ind.vidualized

Material,
(Westinghouse

Learning Press:
Palo Alto,

CA, 1970

IO
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S .R yard _n, R.B. Deval ndividu _o al

Ileitnghousa Learning Press, Feln Alto, CA, 970
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fb

opEorx D

LESSON FLAN FOR PROFESSIONAL STAFF

Og.

a. PAOOKID(Fatiedt and Community Health Education-Model) is a pilot

preject_for the development and evaluation of patient and community health

ideeitIon., The'overall purpOse
of this effort is to utilize non-profession-

VorooeneVeadLapPropriate_OduCAtional
technology in thi task of meeting

some of the mode of patients and community health ed4cation.

b. Allectives of study.

a

(1) To identify cost-effective, feasible ways of delivering

_cation.
(2) To guarantee an important resource for the professional in

his/her patient education responsibilities.

(3) To help miniMize the medical workload.

(4) Toadeure medical accountability in the patient education

) To improve medical management.

To decrease patient recidivism.

To enhance patient satisfaction.
...t4famlt enneurniPr to be an ef ctive-

*gent.

e. Evolution of P)C

(1) Protocol initiated Januamy 1974.

,(2) Study conducted under the auspices of

Health Care Studies Division

Academy of Health Sciences

Fort Sam Houston, Texas 78234

3) Study monitor.

(_4 ) Sit

A
AMbulatorytare Division
Health Services Command
Fort Sam Houston, Texas 78234

lection.

tOatient Facility
Witt Army Hospital

Fort Belvoir, Virginia 22063

Fe_ onnel.

Interface with Family Practice.



d. yste attic assessment of patient education needs.

) Professional personnel'.

) Potential patient consumers.

) Patient consumers (Family Practice Clinic andAMIC).
V

(4) Baseline for patient teaching,currentlybeing dene.,

Description of the Prototype System.
a. Development Comp_

) Location of the-Patient Education Center.

(2) Self-instructional units.

(3)

(4)

(6)

( ) Pre-set behavioral objectives.

Individualized programs.

:9) Observable goals.

briefing tail)

Multi -media Approach.

Expanded role of patient as self-care agent.

Non-professional as health educator.

Validated audio - visual programs.

f. Formative Evaluation: Validation of Instructional strategies.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4) Real World" search for existing educ

(5) Evaluation of existing educational soft'

(6) Development of criterion measures.

Design of the,instructional sys-

Topic selecti

Content consultant.

Development of behavioral,objectives.

(10)

-Fo ative.evaluation (30 subj

a collection.

Rsviglelo

1r2



Physician eval

Cost Analysis.

Final staff evalu,

n.

2. STAFT,DEVELMMENT.

a. in order for any comprehensive Medical system to be effictive._-

the professional user
st have a general knowledge of

(patient education, in this instance) being offered.

all components

(1) All newly assigned physicians, nurse clinicians, dieticians,

al therapists will receive, an
orientation to PACOMED as soon as pos b

(2) All-will receive an introduction to each patient education

system being offered prior to utilizing the system for patient referral.

b. Procedure.

(1) Physician, nurse clinician, dietician, or physical therapist

initiates request on speCial form.

staff.

(2) Patient gives form to ceptionist
1.setAlAwn

AL uw

(3) PAM= staff schedules patient and notifies him.

(4) PACOMED staff provides feedback information to physician,

nurse clinician,
dietician, or physical therapist.'

(a) when patient completes program, w;_:-

(b) when patient does not comply, and

(c) to include any difficulties patient has with

(5) Return visits will be scheduled at time of initial enc rater.

(6) ',Patients to
receive more than one educational patlage

not be scheduled to receive the second until
completion of the War..

c. Systems utilized and number of visits required (minimUmi.

cly hertension
two visits

(2) diabetes
tee, if only

(3) weight control

(4) breast self-examination

(5) vaginitis

(6) family planning

(7) child growthand deVe

(8) low back pain

one
one
one
one

`1.

Notes only exception to above will be

competency level and must return for additional

Pa
oration

does, dot _each

or reinforcement.



all patient' ObtliangosCoree
of 80 percent or Higher on pre-

not be required to see that portion of the learning package.

a.. The patient learn

source of health education

(1)

(2)

ter can he'an effici -it coat-ef --tive

refer 41 the patients needing health educat

tell the patients what they can expect,

tell the patients what we exTect,

have a general knowledge of all programs, and

appr: dh the PAM= concept with a positive attitude.
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INTRODUCTION.

IX-E

ONS MEDIA

Health care personnel, are correct in being concerned About having

ready access to richlind varied
collections of petient education-mater-

ials, equipment and services. They are beginning to understand how such

resource*
influence_both the nature and the quality of their patients'

medical managemen

The term "medium" has many
definitions-, from a solution for mixing

paints to a person who purports to make contact with the dear departed.

In all of its meanings, however, a medium is something in the middle,

between other things, and most often it is considered as a vehicle or

instrument for making something_ happen. In instruction or in advertising,

to mention two common examples of systems which use communication, media

includes all the different kinds of methods and devices that these systems

ea. to achieve their disparate ends:2

Communication media have frequently been confused in many peoples

14,1"-c.c. e4o, communication aids, particularly in instruction. The main -

obstacle to the application of media to tie
le

inability or unwillingness to acknowledge the full consequeeces of the

fnneamental changes that have occurred in communications.314As
audiovisual

materials have been successively
introduced into the health care environ-

ment, they have been dealt with on the basis of aids to those who used

them. They have not been conceived of as self-contained instruction,

and utilization
procedures have assumed the necessity of,a professional

health care worker to complete the instructional teak. Alt audiovisual

aids have been subsumed under the health care personnel and there rested

the final
decision in regard to use.`' Although certain

studies and some

programs, notably in the Armed Forces, have indicated that audio-visual

materials could be far more than aids, tradition has definitely prevailed.

LEueha, D.H. The Desi -n Develo.nent and Evalua
ca

Model of An

Unoub

-fished Doctoral
Dissertation, The Catholic University of America, Washing-

ton D.C., 1973), 93-123.

2Bretz, R., A Taxon_om of Communication Media (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.,

Educational Technology blica ons 971), 5.

Allen, W.H., "Intellectual Abilities
and iustructional

Media Design,"

A/V Communication
Review, 1975, 23: 139-170.:

4Levie, H.W. and fickle, K.E.,
Analysis and Application of Media,"

In R.M.W. Travers (Ed.), Second Handbook
Research o T _hin (Chicago,

Rand McNally, 19731, 858-682.



When newer methods, ouch as television, l gu aboratories, and

programmed instruction
(including computer ass seed instruction) were

developed, attempts were made to make them con o to the traditional

pattern.. gowever, experience with new technologies of instruction in

dicates that rather than being aids, such technologies can be treated as

selfcontained instruction,
permitting the user to assign with confi

dence major instructional tasks to mediated instruction. Concomitant

with these developments has been the growing incorporation of traditional

audiovisual materials,
particularly films, into large packages intended , 4

not only tocarry-a major share of the instructional burden, but also to

establish the entire instructional
format.5 While it is possible to reduce

technologies of instruction to aids, it is apparent that their proper and

intended use breaks the traditional instructional
pattern.. Mediated in

streetion does non extend the health care
instructor, it represents alter

nate ways of achieving instructional goals. Programmed instruction, for

example, is not an aid to health care
instruction in the same sense as is

the phalkboard or the overhead projector; it is designed to teach beha-

vioral objectives set forth by another instructor, the programmer.6_

While communication media cannot take over-all the health education

functions now performed by a good health care provider, they have enormous

potential for increasing both the quality and quantity of available health

education. A few generalizations can be made regarding the advantag a of

these resources:

(1) They can relieve the health care workers of repetition.

thereby freeing them to use their time more creatively. It is inefficient

Ed
rwcir,ians and other health care workers to repeat

basic instructions to a patient when various types or media tutu diu,ww,

panying instructional
systems can do the task equally well or better,

(2) Technology can free health education teaching from its

stereotype. Through the use of films, videotapes, Pnd storage retrieval

systems, patients have access to better and more flexible instructional

resources.

(3) Technology can raise the quality of patient education by

providing more and better instruction. It can present information to

patients who have varying abilities and allow all of them to learn at

their Oen rate of speed. These resources have not been fully exploited

in the task of meeting needs of patient education.

Purpose.

To Identify, and
evaluate the most cost effective _ _d

media in which to transmit the validated learning systems.

Eibid.

(*Kanner, J.R. and _Rosenstein,
"Television.and Army Training: Color

vs Black and White," A/W Communication
Review, 1960, 8: 243-252.
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b. Background .

When video tape first became available, in 1956, it started a

revolution in the television ind4stry which was very far-reaching in its

effects. Television has been primarily a full telemedium which produced

its own software, even crush films had always bean an important ingre-,

dient of television programming and the broadcast cf kinerecordings had

been increasing. With video tape, there seemed-little advantage in doing

much live programming anymore.
Television changed rapidly from a tele-

communication medium to a transmission medium. The chief recording medi-

um transmitted continued to be sound film, but video tape soon became a

close second.

In instructional television, where the technical costs of equip-

ment and recording stock are proportionately larger budget items than they

are in entertainment production, video tape provides a more teasible medi-

um that film for many purposes. This has been increasingly true with the

development of inexpensive, portable video tape recorders. At the present

writing, there are about 40 manufacturers of protable video tape equipment.

From the 1956 cost of $75,000 for the first VTR machines that appeared on

the market,' the cost of equipment providing comparable picture quality

dropped to around $25;000, and equipment designed to somewhat lower quell.-

A, .c ,afinn, 1.ti,© eannn .Try rho mid=

die sixties, VTR machines costing under $1,000 appeared in depart
stores for sale to the home market. The outlook is that the cost of such

machines may eventually be reduced to under $750. Standard broadcast ma-

chines use 2-inch tape; the less expensive models general* use 1-inch.

3/4-inch, or 112-inch tape. Two Japanese firms introduced 1/2-inch an

3"/4 -inch video tape in cassette form during 1969. Since video recorder

are only slightly more complicated to operate than audio-recorders, a

the tape is similarly reusable, video tape now ranks with audio tape as a

leading home--or local--production medium.?

Audio - still - visual media are capable of all the representatione

of information that class I media can provi4e, except Oat they cannot

represent visual images in motion. However, they have the advan ages of

being very much less expensive and of having simpler hardware, a mpler pro-

duction procedures and simpler transmission problems.

Still- picture - television is the most promising unexplored tele-

communication medium. It appears to appro ch both television's univer-'

sality of use and radio's inexpensiveness.

'Op. Cit. Bretz, 101-107.

°Ibid.
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1lISGUSSIONS.

Utilizing the Army's Existing Resources.

A

(1) The Army started using video units in late 1970 (Recommenda-

tions were derived from a study conducted by the Combat Training Board 1970).

Then after standardization on 3/4 inch tape by several major companies,

the Army did their "major buy" between the years of 1971 and 1974. Be-

cause of the Army's enormous
investment in studios, equipment, etc., this

format will be used until at least 1985. Consequently, in light of cost

effectiveness the format was basically predetermined prior to the concep-

tion of project PACOMED. In most military installations and hospitals

other than lectures, television is the primary medium of instruction.

Therefore in this area, no major investments would be needed to utilize

the 3/4 inch videocassette format for patient education."

b. Adult Education.

( ) America leads the world in Adult Education. Almost any is-

Sue of any popular magazine or Sunday supplement will provide advertisements

for a dazzling display of self - improvement courses. The total number of

adults occupied in adult education is conservatively estimated to be half

-Of Our population. This appaient thirst-ror
seit-improvement' can be opee

advantage by health planners and providers alike by giving-the consumers the

health information and education they are seeking and asking for. One does

not need to be a Jules Vane to grasp the possibilities and potential

outlets for videocassettes.
In fact, in the not too distant future the

patient education programs can be given to the patients to play in the

coveafence of their homes.
Videocassette (and soon vidiodisc) technology

has the power and the mode to sOlead patient education and information

more widely and make its surface-attractions even more interesting to the

general public through proper programming and advertising. Also, through

evaluation hazards may be prevented, and losses may be anticipated. It

requires, first, prescience and second, organization, before the techno-

logy of videocassettes inundates the consumer patient education market,

that is, soon. Videocassettes also repres'ent a potential liberation for

the health care provider by being able to provide accountability in
the

area of health education to every patient for a nominal cost.11

77Telecon, 23 February, 1977, Major Russell, Director of the United S a

Army Audio Visual Activity, Pentagon, HDOrs, Dept: of the Army. , AO

"Gordon, C.N. and Falk, l.A., Videocassette Technolo: n Ame an Educa-

tion (Englewood Cliffs, N.J., E Lica Technology Publications, 1972),

106-119.



Co bili,t with the In S Frocea

(1) When used for patie education, videocassette
would re,-

quire a clear distinction between the delivery y-system
and the development

system. This distinction is necessary because the initial instructional

content needs to be stored in a modifiable medium.
(PACOMED used pri-

marily the 3m Sound on Slide for developmental purposes). A completely

separate system with easily modifiable storage allows for develppment,

evaluation and revision of the instructional content. Only after the

developmental prociss is completed can the instructional content be

recordd on a mister video-tape. The master tape can then be used for

duplication purposes.
12

(2) -Implementing these kinds of systems will not be a matter

of simply waiting for the appropriate hardware. Tie major feasibility

questions do not revolve around he communications
technology, but around

an instructional technology. To be really cost-effective, videocassettes

must be duplicated in reasonable numbera(economyeof
scale); and, there-

fore, a reasonable number of health care facilities, professionals and

patients must agree to use them. This acceptance will not occur. unless

the instructional
content put on the videocassette really works will.

And it's not likely to work well unless it was developed and tested by

people who have a pretty good idea of how to do the job right the first

time. Unfortunately,
instructional developers of such caliber are very

few in number. Most videocassettes have been developed as if they were to

be elven as class
lectures, and as a result they haven't turned out to be

much of an improvement over presen.,..1....
.ht °''g elosaio-ned to re=

place."

d. itelaying Instructional- Objectives.

(1) The thinking in
education has been changing its direr

The'great body of research in the early years, generated seemingly

hopes of finding some magical quality of the television medium itself that

independent of content and teaching
strategy, came up with the Utalli

mous but disappointing verdict: No significant difference. It was still

the same lock-step instruction--presentation
of infermation--with leatn-

ing measured by the same tests. Mainly'because objective
tests were used,

it was only cognitive learning that was being investigated. Instruction

in skills was considered inappropriate
to television, or beyond its cap.

abilities. The achievement of affective objectives was considered totally

beyond measurement.

D.R., Instructional
Development In Instructional Television,"

Educational
May 1976, 16 (5): 10-24.

13Ibid.
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(2) 'Today the thrust is more in the direction of individual-

ization. In patient education emphasis is upon the patient assuming more

responsibility and to assume an active role for managing his own disease,

within the range of choices allowed by the health care facilities and

health care providers.

(3) The new approach
reduces the role of lesson presentation

by the health care provider, and tends to emphasize other roles for health

care provider and patient alike. Interestingly the technology of televi-

eion has now become better adapted for use in these other instructional

activities, such as skills learning and can be used in the individual mode

as well as
"instructional TV" that was researched so widely some two de-

,cades ago. The technology has vaulted ahead of the research conclusions.1405

Videocassette
Ca ab

Nates.

(a) MAGNETIC TAPE: (1/2 inch or 3/4 inch tape); Ampex

(Instavision); Avco (Cartrivision);
Japan Victor; Panasonic; Philips

(VCR); Sony -Matic); and 3M Company.

(2 Compatibility and
Standardization: No possibility among the

several systems exe
.met :IM who have agreed on 3/4 inch

tape cassette format. The other companies have a 1/2 inch reel to reel.

(3) Rechrding Potential: Yea,- instant.

to $ 00;
(4) Cost of Playback Equipment: Medium to high, about $1,000

5) Lost of Recording Medium: High, about $18,000 o $22,000.

(6) Video Picture Quality: No single system has an ,inherent

Substantial picture
quality advantage over any other using broadcast

andards as a reference.

(7)
Reliability of System: Average, 200 to 300 runs.

dependent on the operator and preventive maintenance.

(8) Ratio of Playing Time to Duplication Time: No high speed

_up catlon .

(9) Cost of Duplication of 12 Copies: Low.

(10) Cost of Duplication of 500 Copies: Medium, $20.00/hr.

(11) Cost of Duplication of 10,000 Copies: Lay.

(12) Ability Erase Reuse Record Medium: Yes.

T0., "In School Television and the New Technology," Educ

Technology, May 1976, 16 (5): 50-53.

"Op Cit., Gordon and Falk, 150-153.
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(13) Playing Time: Al.l systems
may, one way oranother,

achieve

al nt playing
time up c o e hour.

place.

pickup.

(14) Single 'Brame Storage Potential:
All, can only

freeze in

ideo Playback Pickup Method:
Helical scan magnetic head

(16) Major Market Contr

CONCLUSIONS.

Consortia
of HS and Japanese.

Until approximately
19 _ videocassette

format is the most

effective and efficient
medium (for the Army) in which to transmit the

validated
patient learning

systems.

6. RECOMMENDATIONS.

a. By 1980 thought
should be

given t evaluating
the use of video--

CS for the patient
education

format. The hardware advantages
are al-

ready
superior to the videotape

players.
The optical

videodiscs are
free

of the wear factors characteristic
of videotape

players,
provide very high

density of information
storage, and compared

with the prior art,
are de-

lightfully easy
on the

pocketbook: a player
will cost about

$500.00 and

l'eer S2.00 to $5,00 each,
depending upon

program

material.
In addition

the cost of duplication
drops quite rapidly 1.1."..

any real volume
(See Table

1, Typical
Costs of A/V Reproduction

E4uipment

and Table 2 ,
Per Copy

Costs for a One-half Hour Motion Visual Program,

p.140). And
over a five year

period by using videodiscs
instead of video.-

tapes the average
annual cost

can he reduced by 42 percent.
It is impor-

tant to realize
that the economic advantage

of videodiscs
is due to their

durability
and

ruggedness, as
well as to their low purchase costs. Video-

tape
cassettes are

good for two to three hundred plays. With optical

videodiscs,
fingerprints,

dust and surface scratches
can't penetrate

the

plastic "sandwich"
that protects

the inner reflective
surface.

When the

disc is played, its outer surface, dust, scratches
and all, is outside

the focal range of the microscope
objective.

The player can show the

same frame,
hour after hour,

without any degradation
of the television

image."

b. Videodiscs
will set new

d for inexpensive
large-scale

media distribution.
Educational

use of videodiscs
fpr;:the presentation

conventional
linear motion

pictureswill
prohAbr

ctch on like "wild-

e". Non-linear,
interactj c applications

maw d real contribution

to the quality of education,
but not until #1structi°

development
be-

=

comes a matter of production,
instead of lexperimentati

()Schneider,
E.W.,

"Videodiscs, or the Individualization
of Instructional.

Television,"
Educational

Technoloc
,
May 1976, 16 (5): 53-59.

P
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TABLE

Typical Coats of AV Reproduction 8iuipment

L. amm video player and monitor
$1,592.00

2. 3/4" videotape cassette
player and monitor 1,500.00

3. Optical videodisc player and monitor
900.00

4. 16mm projector and screen
825.00

amm projector and screen
,

554.00

.1fEDIUM

TABLE 2

per -copy Costa for a One-half

Sour Motion. Visual Program

qUANTI

1 10 100 moo

16mm film $417.00 $108.00 $84.52 $66.17

amp film 285.00 66.00 52.00 44.76

3/4" videocasset 70.00 31.00 21.25 18.50

Videodisc 43u.vu
isnl .63

=

L25
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AP DIX

NON - PROFESSIONAL
C AS HEALTH EDUCATOR

ION.

The notion of efficient manpower
utilization centers on 'the appro-

priate use of skilled personnel. In the health field, where physician

,compensation is extremely high, inappropriate use of physician services

eesults in inefficiency? lower
productivity, and

ultimatelYPhigher coats

the consumer. Currently, inappropriate
use of physiCien services is

_requent_:CoCcurrence, a
physician's level of medical

proficiency is not

required for many of the services
performed by physicishs today. This

situation continues
to exist for at least three reasons.

One is the

very limited supply of paramedical
personnel availiable

due to the only

relatively recent
discovery of their

petehtial in the health field. A

second is that restrictive licensure legislation
still applies to para-

medics, either bylimiting their
activities, or by health providers re-

fusing entirely to
sanction their use. Finally, physician resistance

to paramedics is often strong
for a variety of reasons, including econo-

mic self-interest,
the role a physician sees for him/kerself (specialist or

generalist), and the problem of medical responsibility.
Nevertheless,

the cost, control potential of paramedics retains high- Apprnpriate use

of varam'edical
personnel can help to alleviate shortages .by delegating

paramedics the simpie,''clore

and freeing the-physi

clan to handle
patients more in need of their highly skilled level ct train-.

ing. Such a physician-paramedic
tandem Ought to reduce ,fe- for basic

services due' to the lower compensation levels of paramedic 'if ap-

plied in en ambulatory setting,
increase the comprehensiven sa of bone-

fits, which if properly utilized
simply amounts to another form cost

contro1.1,2

Purpose.

In order to improve health and health care services, ongoing

systems of health education must be planned,
.implemented, and documented.

The maintenance of health and the prevention of disease can be achieved

by a cooperative effort between
knowledgeake and motivated consumers and

health care personnel. One facet of the overall purpose
of this effort

was to utilize non-professional paramedical personnel and appropriate

educational technology
in the task ofMeeting_some of the needs of paen

and community health educatiOn.3

Tiiecker., B. and Bonner, P., FSR .
Or.anization fair Re itrnal Peer -v

(Cambridge, Mass, Ballinger Publishing Co_ Y, 7
4-135.

1Weckwerth, V.E., "How to Use and Misuse Average Length of Stay Data,"

Modern Hospital,
October 1965, '1'05; 114-117, 176.

3"Health Education; Role and-Responsibility of Health Care Institution

Statement, American
Hospital Association,

Chicago, Illinois, 1975.`
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b. Background.

Until recently
there has

been no way far physicians,
regularly,

to provide education for their'patients
across a wide spectrum

of medical

and'surgical
practicccr-both

exceptto do it themselves.
And in a reason-

able'.
of, cases

they were
probably not

able to do it entirely satis

factorily,
for a varietycf reasons.

It seems
obvious that the physician's

office is a logical base
for much patient' education.

Only a small propor-

ion of` the patients
a doctor

sees in ihe ambulatory
setting have to, enter

a hospital.

But le face facts.
physicians are seldom

suited to
out

the education
themselves.

They are not really
trained to

play the on-

going, supporting
roP required:

Even if they are a good communicator
they

don't have
enough time to do the job thoroughly,

and at the end of the day

they will
probably not

cover the

0

.essential
information as

completely as

thty would
have earl e in the day. Even. when individual

patients know

the right
questions _o ask (which

takes some
education in itself), they

arcoften
afraid to a ''th em, eiher-because

they believe
the doctor is

too busy or they don't want to
ignorant.

Physicians want
to remain in control

of their patients' educ

tion, and of course,
they should.

They can direct it
and-they can

scribe its content, but-they
should not

attempt to do all of it themselves,

Or, as Dr, Robert E. Canfield
of the_College

of Physicians and Surgeons

_,:_:,arstOlutibia
University has.written,

"While-the:physician
must play, a very

Special role in helping jdic

uvinvaladeft to his

specific disease situation,
the physician'shoUld

be supplied
with some

teaching assistance'to,promate
bettercommunication

of informstion,to
the

patient and alsoito
lower the labor cost of the Process."

2. OBJECTIVES.

a. To utilize he non-profess
_1 paramedic

educato

b. To recommend
the prerequisites

fo

paramedic health educator.

al mon
siona1

cl;.-Toidentify
the functions

and tasks
that could

serve as guide--

li -fox-the
role of a non -professional

paramedic
health educator.

d. TS determine
the _cost

saving of a ticin,p

healtbv ducator.

Tonal paramedic

4753151177-k-w-,
"The Practicing

Physic
' Patient

ucation,"
Hospital_

Practice, October 1975, 93-99.
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Y.

(1) One aspect.of thg study plan called for the utilizing of a

non-professional paramedic as health educator. It was suggested by thd pro-

ject director in the original study
protocol that, if possible,-the tech-

nician should have ellen-professional paramedical
background; i.e., 91C

An LPN. This was necessary in order to study the
feasibility of having a

non - professional coordinate the utilization of the patient education pack-

ages quce the
instructional models were

developed., If the results of uti-

lizing this caliber of;personnel proved positive it,wouldsave profession=

al time and be much more cost -effective.
Further, it wasrhypothesiied that

the individual selected to develop the role would possess qualities needed

for the evaluative aspect of the study, but qualities not necessarily need-

OA° 'manage a patight learning center.
Therefore,'a mature 91C, E/7i was

selected.

b. Procedures_

1) In order to prepare the non - professional paramedical health

assume and critically
develop the role, a series of logical,

c planned experiences Were accomplisnea.
lue p FC..: - .1 ft

ucato.rjoined the staff Apiil 1975, after the
assessment' phase was coma

pleted, physical area decorated and furniture and equipment ordered. Con-

equently,-the first three 0Ontha were spent in learning about the Concept,

study plan-and-study
outcomes completed up to that time. From July of '75

to.July of '76, the eight learning systeMs were developed, revised, and -

validated. During the instructional systems
develoOment and formative

evalnition phase the study plan called for developing the health educator's

rola and revising it (adding or deleting functions) until a point was

I reached when it was felt that the 91C could assume the full responsibil-

ity. In the year's time, the health educator' was Coached, given selected

'
reading materials; continuing education and an array of simulation exer-.

cises. Additionally, heessisted with theopatients used for the valida-

tion process and gained in competence witiveach succeeding system.

Within six months' of opening the learning center, by Dec

.'75, it became
apparent that one health eduCator was not enough due to

the additional evaluation functions required. (i.e., collecting data on the

control group at Ff. Myer, telephoning subjects for follow-up and the

clerical and administrative tuties associated with studies). And, as

was mentioned earlier, one of the primary thrusts of Prolect: PACOMED had

been to improve cost-effectiveness in the utilization of non-professional

personnel for patient education. It was postulated that the technical-

mechanical aspects could be adMinistered by an E/4 or E/5,' In practice,

it became apparent that a well-qualified
individual of this low tank

.could carry out many of-the functions that were being performed by persons



of higher rank and education. In April 1976, en E/5 we added to the

staff eneblAnA this element of the protocol to be itirplesanted sand

evaluated.'"

4. FINDINGS (And Related Discu

1

Pretevisites.

(1) Educational clue PIO

(a) Graduate of the 91C20, Clinical Specialist course.

(b) The scope of instruction for the 91C20 iacludest

nary publicetions and correspondence; medical records and reports; inter-

ersonal relations;
techniques of instruction; techniques of menage-meat;

_410172madical field service; emergency medical and dental care; medical

management of mass dicaster casualties; military preventive medicine; Lb-

troduction to medical science; pharmacology and patient care; concept; of

patient care; medical surgical nursing; mental health and mantel (line

care of
obitetricarpatient and the new born; care of the lodistelmipatient-

dispensary procedures;
surgery in the Army dispensary and health facility;

and clirideal experience.

(c) Leigth: 40 ws

(d) Prerequisites to A the 91C20, Clinical Specialist

(e) Righ school graduate or the equivalent as measured by

GED testa. Must have credit for high school level course in mathmaties,or

have'a s andard score of 45 or higher in GED test 5,high school level.

An interview by and written recommendction from an Army Nurse Corps of

ficer or, when not available, a Medical Corps officer, as to bhe applicant's

interest in patient care, potential and physical
suitability for the course.

Standard score of 100 or higher in aptitude area CT or ST. Must have

sucessfully,completed 91B10 training conducted at the ARSUSA, and have a

minimum of 18 months clinical ex-erience.
Twenty -four 'months or mote'of

active duty service remaining. af completion Of the course. No security

clearance is required.5

Physical and Behavioral Characteristics.

Be weIl groomed, possess military bearing, have normal

weight, be a non-smoker, and moderate to light in alcoholic and caffeine

conumption. It is desirable that the, health educator be a role model,

and help teach individuals how to cope with mediCal problems that are ate

induced or caused by factors existing within the environment. 'Mori often

than not the health educator's efforts were directed towarU attacking self-

imposed 7diseases of choice", including smoking,
alcoholism, and nutrition-

al abuses that may ultimately lead to hospitalization.'

5Army Medical Department Course
Catalog, Fiscal Year 1976 (1 Jul

30 Jun 76) and Fiscal Year 7T (1 Jul 76--30 Sep 76), 6-7, 6- O.

1 5 o



Pay 'Grade-4/4.er £15.

Tour.

A Minimum sterilization.. tour

jobrsecUrtity', satisfactio,

Traiddn
upon the'FACOHibq stiff experience, die considereMP

40,

to three Aare. Th
Continuity of.Cre for

4

fiv vein a vatiflit learning cene necessary s as-

110.010 include the fultowing functions: (a) orating the learning

Cb) counseling, (c) maintaining records, and ,(d) .coordinating

Of 'course; m ch is contingent dpop eadh individual!a beck-

d prior, educational preparation. Therefore, it Is suggested 'that

led-leraihing center is ever developed for preparing these

health educetoea that some type of comPetenettestilig-htione. For-in

not uncommon for some college gaduates to refuse or he de-

nied ace scion for various`reasons; many of whom become 91C20s. It4

ould.be that en individual of this caliber
(especially if she or he wee

a foftee.tescher)`would need
Very little in the way of.new skills, u_t

only need to. learn how to implement therstandardiz procedUres. On the

erihand, It ceuld be possible that a borderline
ivIdual,Would mitt

nnr4 "*ruiner ir1CedUre S. This ,pe n would uadoubt-

y need additional training time.

aerating the teaming Center..

(1) because the validated learning systets have ccompanyi g

directions and flow-charts for their administration, the tasks involved

in operating the learning center are minimal and eleMentary in nature.

The tasks that were identified are as follows: (a) Prepare learning

minter environment for learning systems presentation: .1),,.Insure that.au-,

diovisual equipSent is
operational, to include lighting and sound system,

2) Prepare individual folders for each patient. The folders contain the

necessary forms for each system, 3) Insure tharpeneils
and paper are at

each carrel. (b) Insure that forms for each syii/em are properly Completed

by the respective
patients., TO Prior to shawing"the advonCed,,organ4,zer n

sive the patient a brief description of PAM= and the educational pro-

gram to be received. (d) Provide, collect, and score pre/post tests.

(e) 'how audiovisual programs. (f) Assist patients as needed. (g)

tain learning center in readiness for the following sessions. (h) Main-

tain form level for each by-stem. (i) Provide firstechelon maintenance

on the audiovisual equipment. (j) Conduct monthly equipment inventory

and maintain inventory records: (k) Insure that the, learning center is

kept in a high state of cleanliness. (1) Miintsin,an
additional set of

\tapes for each sysjem in case of damage to the original. ,(m) insure that

he learning center ad Adjacent facilities 'are properly secured at all



(2) Seventy -five
percent of the health'educator's

time was

devoted to the function
of operating

the learning center.
All of the

Above tasks are ongoing and not likely to change with this prototype.

Norms completed by the health educator and-tedt'
scoring were dons while

the patients were viewing the audiovisual
programs.

This feature mix-

Ulises the health educator's
time, and eliminates delay and'unnecisdary

waiting for the patient.

c. Counselor.

(1) The health
educator must establish rapport

with each pa-

and family member. An open line of communication
must be develop

maintained
during the entire deries

of sessions.
The initial in-

W is important in that the patient Est
feel he or she has been

accepted and that there is a sincere desire for the health
educator to .

help. The health educator
worked with each patient

on a personal basis.

the patient was assisted to
develop a sense of accomplishment

initially

in Otd-erTetrustsin
motivation.607 The

tasks that were identified are is

Allows: (a) Review consultation
sheets. (lb) Interview

patients to find

',out their
needs. (c) Collect

baseline data.
(d) Determine deficiencies.

(e) Develop a
plan of action. (f) Provide

explanations or reinforcement.

(g) Encourage
compliance to treatment

plan. (h) Give feedback
Co- -the

health care provider as,
needed. (i) Collect follow-up

data. (0) Tortola- ,

ate sessions when appropriate.
(k) Return consultation

sheet to health

care provider. denoting patient's progress.,

(2) In addition
the elements

of goon hum irel.ations
should be

pweeocance.
obiec ivity, protection,

observation,.
evaluation, listening, communication,

and action (interper

soma relations are given in the scope of instruction
for the 91020).

p4ly when the health
educator has learned successful interaction

with the

patient can he or she achieve their full
potential in the role.

°Dorroh, T.L. Between Patient and

Book Company*,
1974), 224-251.

York, McGraw4fill

7Teachey, N.G.
and Carter, JAL, Learning laboratories (Englewood

N.J., Educational
TechnolOgy Publications,

1971), 13-26.

Dorroh, 00. cit., 2$1.
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(3) Ten

counseling.

d. :Record, 14apegemest.

health educator's time ws devoted to

(1) The health educator also serves as a record -keeper in

fining accurate and
adequate reports on each patient.

(2) A chief criticism of the patient learning center could be

it entails extensive
record keeping_ because of the personalized

learning practiced
and the necessity to account for this learning. Re-

cord-keeping is a very important factor to the success of the patient

learning center. It was necessary,
therefore, to devise procedures that

kept record-keeping
to a minimum.

(3). The health
educator maintains a checkl

tv ur consistencY, individualization,: standardize

ance and
accountability for each patient.

for each system
quality.aesur-

(4) The patients'
personal filet and cumulative records wera

laintained under the same regulation that a l patients records are kept,

AR 40-400, change 4, 1 Nov '76; MEDICAL S_ ICES PATIENT ADMINISTRATION.

(5) The records were stored, n locked file cabinets in-the

th educators'.'office(s).
(In addition the

offices had security locks

on their doors.)

(6) The tasks for the record- keep

earning Center Operator and c, Counselor.

covered in sections b.

(7) The original itemized forms for each system appear in the

final report r the Formative Evaluation
Phase of PACOMED, July 1976.

The time spent in management of records wa4ive percent.

"oordinatsar of Aetivi

The tasks enumerated
in this section are not to be confused

with program planning. The main focus here were the managerial functions

associated with the ongoing activities of the learning center.

(2) The tasks identified that the 91C20 could successfully per-

form were: (a) Maintain accurate
calendar of events, to include:,

t

schedul-

Lents, attending
meetings and briefings that were germane o the

n of the learning center. (b) Insure that activities centered a-

-he learning center were coordinated to eliminate
confusion and pro-

vide optimum time utilization. (c) Establish priorities insuring that ac-

tivities not directly involving the patient were
secnndary in nature.

(d) Give initial staff orientation
pertaining to the learning center.

:(e) Schedule ongoing
orientation for newly Resigned perionnel. Peri-'

odically reinforce professional staff. (g) Maintain liaison with profes-

sienal users. (h) Give briefings to visitors of the learning center.

5
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time consumed in this tunctien was
approximately ten perc

-use of the evaluative nature of the study it was

ive that the health educator control the scheduling of the.patienta;

ar, it is suggested that for the future the health educator provide

a monthly calendar to the Central appointment section that would Anclude

times and dates for scheduling the learning systems. This could saves the

health educator half:of the ten percent that was being spent in the task.

(4) One of the most important tasks of the health educator is

(user) orientation.
In order for the learning center to be success-

d utilized to maximum potential the professionals should refer all

patients that need health education to the learning center. To facilitate

the process the
professionals need to understand the services being offer

ed, know how to refer patients and most
importantly be fethiliar with the

eoatenta of the learning systems.
Only in this waycan the communication

between the consumer and health care provider be maximized and economy of

medical resources and
minimization of medical workload be realized.

f Program Plannin.

(1) During the year that the learning center was fully opera-.

July '76 to Aug '77, it was felt
that perhaps the non -profession-

al health educator could also function in the area of program planning.

-_ifound-that this was not the case.

.441 .Ta ardar to e afullY-tarmnlate and gain acceptance Of,

new policies in an
organization, a person must haVe enowledge-6.,Z Z.17Zi=-

sion-making structure and how it operates. The larger and more diffuse or-

ganizations present complicated problems of analysis in terms of ideetify-

ing the leadership and in using influence, To successfully maneuver through

such complexities, in order to obtain program support across the many net -

works, requires
competencies in analytical and organizational areas.

(3) Program planning requires skills
applicable to all settings.

These include knowledge of how to work with committees in the selection

end recruitment of members;
determination, af goals; agenda building;

development of appropriate background laiformation; report writing; follow-

up procedures; and solicitation of feedback.

(4) The program planner should possess
facilitation skills ne-.

cessary for effective problem analysis. decision king, and problem soles

ving. These processes require a person who iscreative and receptive to

input from many sources.

fi



led in the above are written and verbal communications

skills as' well as an understanding of ways, _ Orpersonal relationships

are established *no maintained. It is also
important to have a knowledge

of the health field in terms of the patterns of organizations, profes-

sional orientations,
and role relationships

and a knowledge of the culture

of hospitals.9

- (6) Finally, professional
assertiveness is

essential in order

to introduce new concepts with bra -based suppom.
Additionally, in the

salitary because of the rank structure,/ there are some tasks enlistbd

people are "not
allowed" to do even if they possess the ability. This

became very apparent when the health educator fpr PACOMED attempebd to

iaitietss feature story and follow-up in'the Fort Beivoir newspaper, The

Castle. _At Other
times,,people were not so blatant, but the nuances were

apparent. The project director was approached- .on numerous occassions

throughout this phase .of the study with "Don't you think it would be list

for an officer to present this?"

So. COSt8.

The =cost
effeetiveness of the prototype will be addrabsed

ate report.
However, it can be noted that by using-en E/4,6t E

vu.IL10.; f b ^ j ~T oaearor the cost in labor was 50 percentovl

than by using an 0/3 or 0/4 Army Nurse Corps otttcer or

less than by using a Medical Corps officer 0/4 or 0/5 based on ihair

spective hourly wages for mean time in grade. That doesn't take into

consideration the advantages or benefits of the prototype in addition to

the savings."

3. CONCLUSIONS.

a. A graduate of the 91C20, clinics specialist
course should be

considered as the potential (non-professional
paramedical) heAlth educe-

tor for the PACOMED prototype.

b The health educator is qualified,to perform the functions of

learning center Operator, counselor,
records manager, and coordinator of

the learning center activities'.

c. The health educator should not function in the role of program

planning.

d. The cost control potential
utilizing a non e :io in

role of health educator remains high.

Warl;;Frducation291-shoSurrnarEeort,
U.S. Department of Health,

Education, and Welfare; Public Health Service, Center for Disease Control,

Atlanta, Georgia, 1976 S-9.

10Kucha, D.H. and Everett, S.W., aljatmtslittmStratefo;

Des?i n Process and Formative Evaluation, Fi Report, HCSD, prepared

-A) FSH _ July 1976, Appen 9.

7
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b _

.6. RECOMMENDATIONS.

Wad arc he advantsges of increasi the cos

to patients and professional'users alik

ehensiVenes of

a. ate feasibility of utilizing civilian LPN's rat r than 91C20's

as health_.educators should be given
first priority. This would eliminate

prerequiate training costs, cost of military benefits, retaining the per

son in the system, career options, and the wage paid the LPN would ultimate

ly be Joint.

b. lhe feasibility of utilizing a 91310, basic medical. sp :ialist as

th educator should be studied.

c. The chief, occupatIonal health and environment (Army Health)

--sal or_chief, nursing education and training (Educational Coordinator)

ld be considered for overall supervisor, coordinator, budgeting, and

ram planner for the individual_MEDDAC learning centers.
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WOOER C

PHYSICAL FACILITIES

N.

The systematic human engineering of customized learning centers and

spaces remains as a challenge to educators, health care workers, and

vendor'. The state of the art in learning environments and carrel d sign

'how Contrasting
opinions on some very fundamental issues.'

Learning center and carrel design is not yet based' on soundly derived

enpiridal principles, but rather
implements the untested notions of the

parsons planning or buying customized-
learning centers and carrels. Per-

formance, it is assumed, is influenced by the degree to which the physical

facilities fit the needs of the Oatients.1 Factors-which may impact on the

designnf patient learning centers are discussed, and recommendations for

future AMEDD patient learning centers are given.

a. -PUtkgen.

Unlearning center and-carrels offer
_ad learning

that facilitates the activities for patient learning.

yse of the learning cep ter_and carreis as tn u u,

atructional effort ihieed upon a family .of philosophical nssumptlons

h as would be articulated in a-syrteM4 approach to learning. These

seumptions include the
application of technology to lealning for saki v-

ing instructional efficiencY:and
effectiveness. 4 A patient centered phi-

losophy of instruction-places,theresponsibility
oh the patient for his

an performance and usually permits some level of patient self-pacing.4

Instructional activities
designed to meet clearly stated and

eel .defined objectives are modularized And built upon previously achieved

goals. Presentation of information in mtltiple sensory-modalitf.es is

often included as in the requirement for"patient involvement in learning

by doing.

ASSO

h, R.E., Academic_ Library
(Boulder, CO, The Colorado

d University Press, 1973).

2Canter, D., "Office Size," Architect

Aa3; UDC 725-23-301.151, 881-888.

ourna 24 April 1968, Sfb (92):

3Vogel, C.W., "A Prolegomenon
to Study Carrel Planning," Educe

Product Retort, 1968, 2(Z): 8-13.

4Amaria, R.P., Siren, L.A., and Leith, G.O.M., "Individual Versus Co-

operative Learning," Educational Research,'.1968/9, 1 905-1103.
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The casual visitor, and even primary health care providers are

sometimes deceived by the smoothness wit' which patient learning activities

are,managed in the PACOMED learning center_ Patients and health educitor(s)

work together, use materials, operate aqui vent, discuss, read, listen and

,view audio visual programs, and engage in a variety of activities - all with .

a minimum of confusion or defy.

Things running so smoothly do not "just happen." The very

ant logistical management of the patient educational process requ

careful planning, organization, teamwork, financial support, and profes

atonal ihsightk: But perhaps equally important, it also requires an ade-

quate physical.environment.5 Thisenvironment'must be recognizeoVal a

-Crucial -*lament of the "system that affects patlents -end -beaattn eminca

,tor(a) in many ways.

ugineer require
4

for a p t_ at learning center;

To pilot teat the existing patient' learning center;

c. To recommend general requirements for a patient'lear canter,

based on empirical evidence derived from summativt evaluation

3. METHODOWY.

a. The PACOMED learning center, and additional rooms, was locat

the Outpatient Facility, adjacent to the Family Practice Clinic, U.S. Army

MEDDAC, DeWitt Army Hospital, Fort Relvoir, VA'22060% -Seven rooms were

needed in total for the developmental evaluation support, i.e., project

director's office, administrative and computationAl offices. Your of the

seven rooms were used for patient education purposes.

b. The physical fa_
on the project director's
media centers, review of
and service, budget and p

li ties of the PACOMED learning center Were based

prior experience, -field trips to instructional

the literature, and space allocations, supply

so el constraints.

C. The PAWMED learnin
described Sept '74 -- Jul '7

center and facilities were develops

Nan der Ryn, S. and Silverstein, M., "The Room, A Student's Personal

Environment;" In R. Gutman (Ed.), People and_Buildings (New York, Basic

Books', 1972), 370-383.
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4. Its findings, disc

based.on utilization

u Live evaluation Alum an

Cation phase.

concl.0

acilit
during Jul

Dose the PACOM

And rectataenda were ,

-om Jul '75 Jul '76,

-- Jul '77, summative eval-

Center.

The FAcOMED learning center, as approximately 23' deep

EV vide. Coolbiscayne blue walls
complimented the four double rows of

fluorescent tights,. provid g excellent
lighting of the entire room`

Yele room waa'furnished
from back to front with a 54" cir-

y top table withifour deep hlue postUre conforming chairs.

e 1.0ft
wall were five rows (from floor to ceiling) of 48"

uhelvee, ore
5's1rawer:legal size file cabinet, three study carrels with

a
deep blue,posture conforming chairs, an attractive

mahagony lectern on

told, and another set of 48" shelves. The right wall contained one

V35" X 60" grey steel storage cabinet, a 5,drawer legal size f.140

cabinet, and three study carrels. A Sony video cassette player and mon-

itor contained within
a'wheeled metal cabinet NaS against theyall next

to the door for good visual
contact for all patients.

(11 The shelves nearest the door iltained video c ssettee, film

Wipe and cassettes, programmed
study 000xl -Lb, ";46.-LZ.1t ';"4Ing

models, and screens for the relevant visual system.

'(4) The shelves at the.far end contained projector/recorder

cartridges, programmed study booklets, cassette tape
recorders, a 3m

sound on slide projector recorder, a 3m sound on slide playback unit,

film strips, and recorded cassettes.

(5) Contained, within the storage cabinet were AdditAmpl ed-

u+catipnal materials including; pamphleta,,,booklets,
video cassettts, etc..

(6) The fiie cabinets contained blank forms for each of the

eight systems, to be used in patient charts.

(7) Strategically placed
around the learning lab were SPENCO

anal educational aids addrOsing drOg abuse yoking} family planning,

alcoholism, and a guide to coronary care.

(8) Each learning
Carrel contained a note pad, pencil, privacy

act statement, and an audio head set for individualized internal sound.

Pa

f. Primary Learnin Center; #1)

(1)
Size -- 10' X 43': was large enough to accommodate

-nts comfortably.
However, may seat ten patients.



tura arid

4 circular -table with four posture conforming

(b) two sets of we wall mounted shelves,:

(c) one lectern,

(d) two legiVeize five drawer file cabinets,

(e) six study carrels th postu e con forming chairs,

(f) one metal cabinet (LUXOR, Portable) A/V. contai

ion monitor unit and a Spy 3/4" video cassette playlback

one 18" X 35" X 60" metal, double door storage cabinet.

SEE DIAGRAM 1: Primary Learning Cantor, p. 162.

secondary learninir,_ Cente_T) (Roam 2)

(1) Size -- 6' X 12': was -large enough to accotmnodate ,one

comfortably. Also used for storage.

4A-Cfie

) one study carrel,

two posture conforming chair

(c) one, metal cabinet (LUXOR, portable) containing a

Sony television monitor and a Sony 3/4" 0.dio cassette playback *Ric.

It (d) one 2' X 51/4 bUilt in storage cabinet with staitlets

steel oink, and

(a) two 25" X 31" wall hung metal cabinets.

SEE DIAGRAM 1: Secondary Learning Center, p. I6Z.-

h. Seconder n- Center: (Ro P.3)

Size -- 7' X:9': large enough ro acco_ odate o

(2) Furniture and Facilities.

(a) two study carrels,

144.



Stain

slidini

e de _1 cabinet-(LUXOR,
portable) containing *

or and.a Sony 3/4" video cassette playback unit,

(0) one 24" X 37"-X 38'

eel sink, and

in storage cabinet with

"(d)
one 13" X-32" X,36" wall hu

door.

SEE DIAGRAM 1: Secondary

blducator's

Size;. 9' X 11

Center, p. 162.

Furniture and,Pacilities.

(a) one study
, carrel,

(0 -two 18" X 28" leg size five dratoer

1 cabinet with

one 34'! X'44" single pedestal desk,

three posture conforming chairs,

(e) four rows of 12" X 48" wall hung shelves,

cabinets,

(0 one 24" X 37" X 38" built in storage cabinet with

stainless steel sink,

(g) one 13" X 32" X 36" wall hung metal cabinet h

sliding glass doges, and

(h) one T.V. monito

SEE DIAGRAM

j. -General description common to learning center and additional

facilities;

Health
Educator's Off ice, u. 162.

40.ei I

(1) Ro.- sizeLand Cloistering: Although several separate rooms

torily fUlWled the learning center
requirements, one large learnt'

er Would have been more desirable.

(2) Wiring; Adequate doUble.outl_ _ were tot. present. The .

deficiency was Compensated for by purchasing several spider boxes. Rate-

ways were provided,for in Ohe'construotion of t6 :few outpatient facilitY.



(3 ) Artificial Light n Tel: Adequate, ail rooms had four

double rows
was lacking.

Very poor.

_ diffused flouresceut lights. However, e_dimmer switch

AcoestiCal Conditioning: None, very distradting.

(5) Air Control: Provided by engineer controlled thermostat

(6) Color: The rooms had cream colored wens but wet very

soiled. The PACOMED staff painted (and the project director paid for)

the walls a biscayne blue.

(7) Reflective Surfaces: Adequate. A dimmer switch was needed

enhance the visual presentations.

(8)- Rest Room Facilities: Co-educational.

(9) Seating and TahleSurfaces:, Excellent.

Study Carrels: Excellent,

Audio-visual Hardware: Excellent.

FINN

arrSlnioaneing of
eeie,eee

4

Spaces

functioned fairly wel' as eeall-groups*, and individual study a ilities.

The physicel limitations
soon :ecomc appereet, but id not ha ,the main

evaluative efforts.

5. DISCUeSION.

a. Room Size and Clo rim.

in the main PACOgED learning center the issue of cloistering was

reflected In the level and manner of
seclusion provided by a carrel. Un-

fortunately portions of the pilot t:_et of the existing patient learning

center were hampered due to room size. For example, the effects of dif-

ferent levels of cloistering and Size cif the cloistered area effects on

patient performance
could not be readily tested. Nor could the revalida-

tion of previous studies he conducted, that suggest that performance de-

creases as room size increases because of the time and space constraints

of the overall study.6,7

ies (

6RepapoW t, A. and Kantor,

Design,"

7Somm er, R.,

Cliffs. N.J.

Institu

cally designed to
accommodate 5 to 10 p- lento).

"Complexity and Ambiguity in Environmental

Planners Journal, 1967, '33: 210-221.

1 _. The _

ee Hail, 1969)

oral Ba Desi n (Englewood
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b.

Wiring arrangements far instructicnal areas must take into

account the need for access to both payer and communication clinnels.'

With respect to the first, care should he taker that the syst is adapta-

ble to future needs and can be altered easily and Inexpensively. At it

two double outlets (minimum)
should be placed on each wall Of a small

sized Patient,,learning'centet.
Each such outlet should be grounded and

fused for no less than 20 amperes at 110 volts AC. If these power require-

ments do not exist, spider boxes can be used quite effectively at a minimal-

cost ($1 .00/spider box).e

Z) Raceways should be provided for communication units bath

ith the learning center and between other
areas of the hospital care

fact. ity (to the television studio, as in the new Eisenhower Army Hospital,

for example). This posed no problem for the study because closed circuit

television was not used. however, it would be shortsighted not to include

this additional
contingency in any new AMED- construction.

c. Artif icial -i.i -h

(1) Experts generally agree that light should be adequately

diffused and shadow-free in all parts of the learning center. The Insti-

tute of American
Architects and the Illuminating Engineering Society,

Standards for Schools recommend 30 footcandles as the minimum light

level.

-(2) Illumination rk surtaces

er than that on other surfacesin
the field of view. Dimmer switches

-should also LP considered in planning.%
10

d. Acoustical Conditioning.

Increasing uses of audio-visual resources of many kinds

make It essential to provide adequate acoustical
conditioning of instruc-

tional areas. This is not a trfabler in most clinical environments be-

cause the building plans incAde 'cpecifications
pertaining to maxiamm

reverberation, as well as meximumjsound transmission
through walls, heat-

ipg ducts, and the like. This was done to insure patient and health care

provider privacy as well as meet Americap Hospital Association Standards

for environmental conditions.
-1

Green, A.0 , et al.

Education Ass:-_,ciation

9 tin Room: Creating

olor, Carpus Film Distributors, 196

Educational
ashington, 966.

National

For Lean-JAIL, 16mm film, sound,

"Teachey, W.G. and Carter, J.B., LeArril

and Use (Englewood Cliffs, N.J., Educational Technology, 1972), 29-32.
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(2) This did present a problem for PACOMED in that the study

area was the Only area in the new outpatient facility at DeWitt Army

Hospital, Ft Belvoir, VA that had not had acoustil conditioning. But,

because of the deficiency the noise level factor wable to be examined.

Additionally it is recommeded that rugs be put on the floors to improve

rooms acoustics, thus heightening the effectiveness of various communica-

tions experiences.
Again this does not represent an additional problem

or cost, most modern health care
facilities are using carpeting to muffle

sound and lower maintenance' and housekeeping costs.

(3) The room noise level dtself should be no greater than 35

to 40 decibels." If acoustical
conditioning is not possible (as was the

situation for PACOMED) it is felt that the use of individual headphones

ris'an efficient cost
effective way to reduce distraction and enhance pa-

tient concentration.

(4) Thi phase of the study demonstrated by observation, not

by measurement, that for many patients, noise stands out more and is.more

distracting against a background of silence than one of geperal ordered

activity. It was also noted that unexpected poise distra&tions detri-

mentally affected task performance efficiency and
decreased the tolerance

for frustration.
These finding; are congruent with studies conducted by

30sasas, IS,t.S1,
_sal masa saaaativ Theologus and others, 1974.12,13 Their

data show that unexpected noise
distraction or unexpected variations in

noise level appear to require same
adaptation by the individual at some

psypic cost. Dansereau and others (1975) developed and assessed a learn-

ing strategy program that included practice in coping with distractions

while applying
techniques to help the learning of prose materials (three

1,000--word passages under different levels of audio distraction). Durisa

post-hoc analysis they found that the mean total
performance of Roster

scale. division este sals was significantly lower than internals when react

ing under conditions of audio distraction.'"

TribiTE

"Sanders, A.E.,
"Influence of Noise On Two Discrimination

Tasks," 'Ergono-

mics, 1961, 4: 243 -257.

13Theologus, G. Wheaton, G.R., and Fleishman, E.A., "Effects of Inter-.

mittent, Moderate
nsity Noise Stress On Human Performance

irnal 0

A d Ps eh- 974, 59(5): 539-547.

14Dansereau, D.P. a others, Dev
nd Assessment f An Effecti

rnin-
am, AFHRL-TR-75 _ Lowry AFB, CO, Technical Train-

ce _uman Resources Laboratory,
June 1975.



It was noted by observation that the PACOMED subjects in the hype.

study that scored high on internals Also performed better under conditions

of distraction.15 It could probably be inferred that the internals are

better able to concentrate. The effects of distraction on learning would

appear to require further careful study noting that ineividual differences

would be involved."

e. Air Control.

(1) Heating, cooling, and ventilating systems should cause

neither drafts nor noise. Each health educator
should be able to con-

trol ventilation in the patient learning center. At any one time, a

ventilation system should provide six to ten complete changes of air per

hour, and at least 10 cubic feet of air per patient each minute.17

(2) The air eontrol for PACOMED was very poor and dependent

upon the monitoring of the hospital engineers.
During the summer month

it was especially close, causing discomfort for all participants.

f. Color.

(1) Biscayne blue was the color of the PACOMED rooms. The color

taea attractive and offered a non-competing
background for the health edu-

_tion posters and realia that brightened the areas.

(2) Room colors should be chosen with careful consideration to

offact_a_r_esuired.
Colors may vary consider-

ably, depending upon the roll' f exposure.
Pastel colors are sueeesLe to

help with lighting and light control.-8

g. Reflective Surfac

(1) Reflective surfaces did not present a problem because only a

television repiver was used. However, the use of a dimmer would have

provided more optimum conditions. For effective use of most projected

material, illumination in the room, and on the screen Itself, should not

exceed 1/10 footcandles.19

AkETI!tive Evaluatiod of the Traditional Vet

Approach for Hyertenst e P bent Education, Final Report, Aug

ANS, FSH/X, 47-49.

977, HCSD,

"Class, D.C. and others,
"Psychic Cost of Adaption to an Environmental.

Stressor," '32t2LLFerson, 1969, k;: 200-210e

17Brown, J.W., Lewis, R.B., and Harcleroad, F.F, 'AV Ins uction Media

Methods (New York, McGraw -Hill Book Company,Ard Edition

.161bid.

Ibid.
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Studylarrels-

) The patients and staff felt the study carrels used for the

pilot test 'd_clUate.

(2) When constructing a
study carrel, t rr (1972) states that

there no need to make vertical dividers over two feet above the table,

strife
the Mssikility of visual distraction

is restricted while avoiding

a cia _ophoSTE4itAtion.2° Brucker.
(1970) compared learning perfor-

mance tri4a4carreI-to learning
perforoance'in a small seminar room. He

found that hil,gh anxiety (Sixteen Personality Factor Questionnaire median

sulojebts in an enclosed environmenti(carrels)
performed signifi-

cantly poorer than the other three ups. Personality and environment/

interact, and sometimek,negatively.

I (3) It can be concluded that while, privacy' does nothave a

high absolute positive value in and of tself, when there is limited

choice, properly designed study
facilities to ensure individual seclusion

would, be eitremely
important for some patients. Since certain kinds of

tasks performed during learning wold require disciplined concentration,

seclusion can be of assistance-22

cial Interaction. ,

High levels of individualized seclusion

One potentially critical interaction is between the pa':

nd t health educator. -nen the, carrel designdoesNot pertit

enjhea th 'educator interaction, another location must be'ProVided.

found that having ;a separate healti-Leducatorrsnyide

ssful. It affordeprivacy for individual patient CeUnseling, en-
,

d the authoritative'
role'of the health educator,

provided the pa-

assuranc of holt) when requiredand provided variety in 'thelear

cale-23

D

J M ,- .'.Deigning Librar= Building rot 'Activity

odes 1974

2tBruche ,-
"Effects of- an Enclosed Individual Learning En4reriment

Interac h T. Personality gaits on the Achievement and 'Opinion of

Colle
earning Through the Use of Progrumad InstruCtied,"

Disse
19 2A-53A.

1 wind the Media Center," (edia

,E.T., " "Environmental Communication,"
In A. Esser ode

ir ent (New York, Plenum Press, 1977), 247-256.



(2) Throughout the project it was customary to have six _

patients per session, however at times due to professional priorities or

minimum referrals, the scheduling was arranged with just one patient. It

was difficult to detect if the isolation inhibited the learning process.

Whether patients learn best by themselves remains in doubt.24 Sullivan

and others (1974) report in their survey of learning centers that when

the program of the learning center isolatesstudents during instruction,

those objectives in which personal interaction is an important element

may be ignored.' Lee (1966) emphasizes the need for grouping in an

'individualized program as she suggests that groups are formed differently,

for different lengths of time.26 Payne (1968) observes that with program-

med materials the most satisfactory social group contains between four and

ten pupils.27

1 (3) It was apparent through observation by the PACOMED staff

tajbup size, in the PACOMED Learning Center was dependent upon the

Abipic area and the social characteristics of its constituents.2 It was

y desirable to have group interaction after individual study with the

ast self examination module. However, individual study alone was much

eferred for the vaginitis module.

k. Seat and Table Surfaces.

(1) The chairs, desks, and tables ordered for PACOMED were not

designed to be easily movable. Not infrequently the patients and health

educators complained.
Therefore, it vas agreed that seats and tables

anouia tag
muiet. tomfortable

(the right height with good posture puppoW. Swivel chairs with casters

would be ideai.29

ova, W.F., "Individual Versus Paired _Learning of an Abstract Algebra

Presented by Computer Assisted Instruction,"
Tallahassee, CAI Center, Florida

State University, 1969, (AD 696-126).

Z5Sullivan, D. and others, ASI_=y2f.jtAiL:j14:te-of-the-Artip.,

Leartin Center pouracirns, AFMRL-TR-74-11, Lowry AFB, ,GO, Technical TraitA7

ing Division, Air _Force Human ResourcesiLaboratory,
1974.

"Lee, D.,' "Do We Group in an
Individualized Frog am " Childhood E -c-

1966, 45: 197-199.

27Payne, K.,
(Eds), A -ec

J.

Interaction

"Social Factors in the Classroom," In W. Dunn and C. Holroyd

s of Educational
(Vol 2, London, Methuen and Co., 968).

"A Preliminary Study of the Size Determinant in Small Group

' American Sociolo 'cal Review, 1951, 16: 474477.

"Van Cott, M. and Kinkade, R.G., Human
o E=uiinent De7

ei Washington D.C., U.S. Government Printing Off Ice, 1972, (Re

15.2



6. CONCLUSIONS.

The approach vas to design, pilet test, and recommend general require-

ments for a patient learning environment that would optimize the learning

process for the specific selected learning activities.
Based on the ob-

servations and experience of the PAC staff and a study of the literature

the following criteria for the physical facilities of a learning center

are listed.

physical Facilities:

1) General Requirements.

(a) Size. A small-group facility would be designed to

accomodate six to ten patients. The minimum room size would be 300 square

feet, preferably 450 square feet (15' X 30'). The size will be dependent

on space allocations, type of installation, and patient flow.

(B) Wiring. Minimum requirements of a small sized learn-

ing center would be two double outlets on each wall. The outlets should

be within easy access to each study carrel and either end of the room.

Raceways should be provided for communications units both within the

leeeeine center and
between'other areas of the hospital care facility.

(c) Artificial-Light Control.
The light should be ade-

quately diffused and shadow free in all parts of the learning center.

Thirty (30) footcandies is recommended as the minitum ligh level. Light

control with dimmer switch should be in the mediate area of the health

educator's station.

(d) Acoustical Conditioning.
The acoustical conditioning

should be controlled by wall coverings
(acoustical tile or plaster) and

rugs on the floors plus the use of headphones for each patient. Cutting

down on the reverberation and noise level improves room "climate" and re-

duces tensions.

(e) Air Control. Heating, cooling, and ventilating systems

should cause neither drafts nor noise. The temperature
range as per govern-

mental energy control standards,
should be from 68 degrees F. in the winter

to 78 degrees F. in the summer and the humidity
between 45 and 55 percent

with adequate air circulation.
It should also be thermomtatically control-

lable and monitored by the health educator.

(f) Color. Colors may vary considerably, depending upon

the room's exposure.
Pastel colors are suggested to help with lighting

and light control.

(g) Reflective Surfaces.
For effective use of most pro-

jected material,
illumination in the room should not exceed 1/10 foot-

candle.

(_) Rest Facilit es. Should be provided for both

men and women in immediate area.

1.53



b. Furniture and Arran ement.

(1) Carrels. To afford flexibility a""mix" of types of car-

rels is recommended, rather than a standardized type. The vertical

dividers should not be over two feet above the table area. Study carrels

should be used for individualized instruction with a minimum of six and

preferably ten patientg'per small siked,learning center.

(2) Cloistering of Carrels. If feasible the carrels should

be broken up visuallY=so that they do not have a barnlike, regimented

appearance. If space is at 'a premium there should be no more than five-

carrels along one wall. Carrels should be arranged to ease the traffic

flaw, since patients leave at different times.

(3) Social interaction and Group Size. The interaction and size

of the group is dependent upon the topic area (disease entity) and the

social characteristics of the patients. The optimum group size is be-

tween six to ten-patients.

(4) Conference Table. At least one round conference table

should be included in the furniture to provide opportunities for various

for of interaction and face-to-face learning activities. When patients

are in the carrels the conference table may also serve as the health

educator's station.

(5) Seating and Table Surfaces. Seats and table should be

movable (designed for flexible grouping), quiet comfortable, the right

height._ with good posture support. Swivel chairs with casters are

suggested.

(6) Learning Materials Storage. The learning center should

include shelving both open and visible and hidden (cabinets) shelves to

store booklets, 3/4" audiovisual cassettes, etc.

004
SEE OLACR.AM 2: General Requirements for a Patient Learning Center, p. 170.

Additional Facilities.

(1) Health Educator's Office. Should include a desk; two

chairs, and a minipum of two file cabinets. The number of file; cabinets

would be dependedt on the patient case load. This office is essential-

for baseline collection and individual counseling.

(2) Storage Area and Supply Room. Should be large enough to

adequately store blank forms, patient charts, and additional (back-up)

audiovisual equipment,
including two file cabinets. The recoMmended room

size is 9' X 11'. However, it may be smaller.

SEE DIAGRAM 2: General Requirements for a Fat

4

ng Center, p. 170.
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d. audiovisual Hardware

an iridepth discussion.

see Appendix E2 C ens Media,, p.

3/4"-video cassette playback unit, 21" color T.V. receiver

and console. This proved to be the most cost effective and reliable mode.

In addition it is recommeded to have the hardware stored in a console for

safety, dust free environment and flexibility of movement. Units have been

known to fail, so having a backup component is advised.

(2) Headphones. Should beused to afford the patients a better

opportunity to concentrate.
Eleven for a small sized learning lab is re-

commended. Ten for patients plus one for the health educator's monitoring

function.

e. Location of the learnin tent

The learning center should be readily accessible to p

have an adequate waiting area. And if possible a physical location that

is convenient for parking.

f. Costs.

(1) General Requirements.
Space allocations and general re-

quirelrentskdo not have a cost attached because existing resources will

be utilized. This would be a cost to the AMTPD with or without the

patient learning center.
Pointed out in the discussion was the fact that

all health care facil ities have similar general requirements because of

American Hospital AssoCiaLi,a4 ar.-1
,linioal factors.

(2) Furniture, Shelves, and Cabinets

10, one station carrels

one 48" diameter table

16 chairs-plastic posture _ rming'shell

(d) 2 sets of display sh -lves (5 shelves/set

and hangers)

(e) two srtorage cabinets (18" X 35" X 60")

with shelves

(f) 4 file cabinets

one desk-Pedestal

'156

39.00

@107.50

,390.00

107.50

@ 22.39 356.84

@ 53.60 107.20

@ 85.00 170.00

@250.00 1,000.00

@250.00 250.00

cost 64



(3) Audiovisual Hardwa

2 color receivers--g17 screen @487.00 $ 974.00

two 3/4" videocassette playbatk units @684,30 768.60

2 cabi;iet. 'consoles
,@329.00 658.00

11 headphones
e: 13.79 150.70

cost $3,551.30

imated Maximum t
Approximately $7,000.00

RECOMMEYDATIONS.

a. Unfortunately, many exis;ing MEDD health facilities will not

have the potential to develop the patient learning tenter and additional

facilities just described. In most cases some of the desirable re-

quirements will be lacking, or else they will fall fax below the stand-

ards suggested here. Some space allocations may have lights but no power

outlets, others may need paint, or lack proper ventilation. Such problems

flarientious health care worker from making adequate

use of patient education media: Inventive health care workera

the country have
devised ways to use media despite unfavorable conditions

An environment favorable to-learning can be created in almost any room

:En-a health tare facility.. All that may be needed is some "creative

imagination." The general
requirements and costs were based on the max-

imum needed, not the minimum. For example, the PACOMED project did not

purchase all the furniture or audiovisual hardware to conduct the study,

most'of the'furniture
and equipment was borrowe,i very easily betause of

under-utilization of existing resources. Two 3/4" video cassette play-

back units, two, 21" television
receivers and two consoles were loaned

the project for two years. The space allocations given to conduct the

study were rooms,previously
used by another study grcup, plus two vacant

,storage ,rooms. When,requArements
touldn't,be met any other way improvi-

sations were acconpll.shed. Even in older buildings, relatively inexpen-

Sipe provements can be made to facilitate the, patent education process.

b. The maximum
requirements would not cost more than $7,000.00 to

set up,a patient learning center, health
educator's office and storage.

or to draw an analogY, not more than the existing cost for patient infOrma-

ta (giVea by
physiciana' and nu 'rse clinicians based on Hypertensive and

oiabetic pItient case load) in,one month for the Internar-Medicine Clinic

at DeWitt Army Hospital, fort aelvoir, Virginia.

157-.
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S

ADHERES
TO ,LOW SOD

diet, wasvOsitive,

salt shaker,
omits

that are highly

ham, ate-.

GLOSSARY
OF TERMS

ET:
If the" response,

adheres
to low sodium

xawples
had to be provided,

i.e.,
does not

from cookift
and does not eat foods,and

such as pretzels,
potato

chips,
salted pot

BASELINE
DATA:

Behav
al measures

learningiapperience

(i.e. blood

BEHAVIORAL
CBA,6S q ThAmount

behavioral
outcomes

(i.e. knows

d4ets (if indicated)
low sodium

Fpnths'after
the termination-of

tOM:101.1a WI

or scheduled
la

Y TE
agnos

taken priorato
beginni

pressure,reading:weight,

etc.).

change
In4ihe directionsaf

desired
,

d sZ'and
action,

takes medication,

tc.,) pessessad,bypatieots

six

a method
of teaching.-

.Did patient
present

him/I:erse

c-Procednres.

_OMPREHENS/ONa.,,The

amount
of hyper

maniont
sodium resericted

diet, teed

immediately
after the terminaeion

CRITE
FERENCED

status
with respect

is
because _

rather thOmother
individuals,

criterion
referenced.

ension information
(general

Wet
:possessed

by patien

a
d of teaching. .

Measutes
used to'atcerte

_n individual's

ion, i:e. performance
st ndird.

oa with.someestablished

crita:

that these measures
arelles

rtoe4 ear

7. EDUCATTONAL
TECHNOLOGY:

The application
of.

science -
abased or

dirived
concepts

and techniques
in a systematic

way to'the Tract

task of edudation.
far,

'!FREQUENCY OF
PHYSICAL

ACTIVITY-)
Daily,

twice weekly,',er
wee

9 INVESTMENT
COSTS:

Costs necessary
to implement

the program.
Equipment

purchases
and the costs of running

*workshop
to train staff arft*exampIes

cif investment
costs.

As

KNOWS DRUGS AND'ACTIONS:
Must be

ale to name or identify
the name

their medication
from a list provided

and be ab

tions side effects.

MEDICAL
ADVICE:

Giving a limited,,
unstructured

explanation
or direct

using professional
knowledge

or intuition
on-some

aspect of health

or b'ehavior.

A

12. NON,:-PROFESSIONAL

FA
-C: A graduate

of the 91C20,
clinical s

course,
a civilian

li nsed practical
nurse,

ova 91B20
who has had,

prior clinical
exp

e to state the medics,

/

13. .NORM-.
FERENCED

MEASURCS:
Measures s-u

ascertain
an individual's

.perior
ace i2 relationship

to the performance
of other, individuals

"

.

s

on the same
measuring

device.

)
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ER CUPS
not considered.

ER DAY: (Actual number) decaiinated

15. NUER OF CIGAR ES PER DAY: (Actual number).

16. ERATING COSTS:
Recurring costs

required to operate the -program, over

time, maintenance
of equipment,

salaries, of personnel, and the cost of

supplies are examples.

17. PATIENT HEALTH EDUCATION: Using structured
information with scien

c assessment and _ aching strategies.
Those strategies encompaes

Out cognitive,
psychomotor, and affective domains to alter an,Indivi-

dyel's attitudes and behavior in fa it of'improved health

..?,

rA 4 INFORMATION: Showing
distributing pamph ''giving

counseling patien _ e-_ -about a given heal per-

vice r pfoblem without regard to prespecifiedIeriinal
Ofojectives in

the cognitive,
psychomotor or af&ective domains. -Tbe empliasfs is on

unstructured information
withoutlailization of scientifid:essessafent

and teaching strategies.

19. POST-TEST: A set

the pre-test, acm.4.

comprehensidfir-of de

40, experience,-

riterion questions identical
to those given on

z.4
.1...,0400 the extant of the patient's

ed information
after completing a new learn-106

20. PRE =TEST: A set of criterion questions directly rale

of the learning
experience atminister

to determine

patient'
comprehension of desired information prior _

learning erience.

tOtlie content
_nt of th -if-

ginning a

21. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
COSTS:' Resources

required to d

the stage where it can be introduced
into the -y

time an instructional
designer spends

validating a

money to hire consultants,
and evaluation efforts.

22. RETENTION:

clop theme r6

em. For xample,
sing system, -

The amount of hypertension information (general information,

sodium restricted diet, medications)
possessed by patients six months

after the
termination of a method of teaching.

23. SYSTEMS .APPROACH:
A devised and designed regular

ethodology or pfocedure; the organizefio

, and people torocoop'erative
operation to 6m

Pdesired p rposes. It is denote SA in

report.

24. TAKES MEDICATION:
If

Medications were press

in the prope

25. TRADIT

ing, ob

or nur

nts and times.

ON_AL HEALTH TEACHIN

n Instruction with

ectives as the sy8

e clinician.

or sPedialmethod or

f-hardware,
soft

e a set of tasks
inder of this

they take

Planned sequence
didactic and depon-'.

-supplemental
handouts (with the exact teach-

tens- approach
method) given by a'physicien

denoted as T in the'remainder
of this report.

ql

6



26. TQE OF P S

den

ciao program wamaintain ed.

king slowly (1/2 mile or light galden ng.

light:, roller skating, walking slowly (more than 1/2 Mile).

Moderate: walking modesately fast, heavy gardening, cutting

grass, bowling, golfing (with cart)

Vigorous: golfing (without cart), walking fast, dancing,

bicycling, sit-ups, push-ups.

Strenuous: swimmingtenn44, Jogging, football, basketball.

27. VAL DATMINSTRUCTION:
Instruction that does in fact accompliaht that

for which it was designed; that causes the learner-to damonst a th+

performance at the mastery level consttly

28. WNS TENSION EXPERIENCED: Was tension

job. If the response was positive, w

tens ion.

.ieneed at home or on
medications taken to control

0

a
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

1. S: Academy of Health Sciences

2. AI DD: Army Medical Dettartmeiat

3.. ANC: A_ NUrse Corps

vDeWitt

5. FAUX? Fort

6. HCSD: Hey

7. I/E Scale:

LOC: Locus

Army Hospita

Sam Houston, Texas

h Care. StudieS iiision

Rotter'- Internal External Scale

of Control .

S

N: Number of patients in a described group

1 PACOMED: Patient and Community Health Educatio Model:

Developmental and Evaluation Project Study

11. SA groin: Systems Approach group or Experimental group

T _Traditional group _or Control group,ft ft

13. USMEDCE United States Medical Centi

USMEDDAC:\ United States Medical Activity

Equal to or ress than

Greater than
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